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There are certain cars I'm always looking for when I'm hiking around junkyards , such as Toyota
Coronas , weird examples of badge engineering that nobody bought , turbocharged French cars
I'm still hunting for a Fuego Turbo , oddball four-wheel-drive machines and really old stuff. The
EXP and LN7 made their debut for the model year to great fanfare, but sales never came close to
what the suits in Dearborn had hoped. The Sport Coupe got a 1. The 1. Because was the future ,
the EXP Sport Coupe received this "systems monitor" display, which let the space-suited driver
know when a bulb burned out or fuel got low. This car has some mild rust but could have been
restored without much trouble. EXPs just aren't worth much these days, sadly. I brought along
my Gauthier film camera and took a couple of shots of the EXP with it. Car Life. Type keyword s
to search. By Murilee Martin. Murilee Martin. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. More From Classic Cars.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Sharing the dashboard, wheelbase, suspension, and
powertrain with the Ford Escort , the EXP was longer, lower, and more aerodynamic than its
five-seat counterpart. In line with the first-generation Escort, the EXP was produced in a version
from to , undergoing a facelift during the model year. The model was dropped after the model
year. Although not intended to replace the EXP as it was originally designed to become the Ford
Mustang , the Ford Probe would become the next front-wheel drive sports coupe sold by Ford.
Although EXPs were sports cars, it was common to remove the rear carpeting to put in rear
seats as the floor pans are identical between the 3-door Escorts, Escort GTs, and EXPs,
however the lower roof line makes rear seating uncomfortable. The LN7 was distinguished
largely by its "bubbleback" hatch, large bumper strips across the doors, "black-out" tail lights,
and more slits in the nose clip than those of an EXP. The vehicle, however, was dropped after
failing to meet sales expectations. By , Ford Motor Company had entered a period of major
transition. During the late s, there had been a push by automobile manufacturers around the
world to make small, fuel efficient cars; this was initiated by the OPEC oil embargo of October
17, â€” People wanted, demanded more miles for their gasoline dollars. By the end of the
decade, this led auto manufacturers from the United States, Japan, and West Germany to
rethink the adage that "bigger is better". The world would respond with smaller cars. A second
energy crisis and a renewed recession followed in Ford studied a two-seater commuter car
called the Super Gnat. To replace the aging Ford Pinto , the company began development on the
Ford Escort in the late s. While originally intended to be a "world car", the North American
version shared little aside from its engine, suspension, and its name in the final design. The
basis for developing the Escort into the EXP stemmed from company marketing research. Ford
felt that the growing number of one- and two-person households, combined with the lifestyle of
the younger target audience who desired a small sporty car, led them to the conclusion that
Americans wanted a "lively little car that is dependable, efficient, and good-looking". Much like
a European gran turismo , the EXP would be a personal vehicle for two people with a cargo area
in back for emergency transport of anything or anyone else. As the Falcon became the Mustang
and the Maverick became the Granada, Ford restyled the Escort from the beltline up and turned
the rear seats into cargo space. The distinguishing feature between the vehicles would be an
all-new rear hatchback and front headlights. Mercury received a similar variant of the Lynx
named the LN7. Latalf said, "we're introducing another two-seater with the same flair, but the
EXP will be a very affordable, very fuel efficient car matched to the lifestyles of the eighties.
Here LN7s and EXPs were continually experimented on and further engineered as more
technologies became available. The "Erika" came from the code-name from the European
Escort. But it is more likely the abbreviations "EXP" and "LN7" are just different variations on
the models they're derivative of: "Escort" and "Lynx". The EXP was coming but Ford hadn't
marketed it yet or decided what some of its details and options would be. A few EXPs were built
just for conceptual design and advertisement. They were all painted in vibrant colors with black
painted across the entire car under the door bumper-lines and had a round silver badge where
Ford's blue oval would find itself in These models particularly stood out as they had dual vents
towards the front of the hood instead of the vents to be later seen on the front bumper clips,
lacked bumper strips on the doors, and the rear taillights were completely red where all the
EXPs produced had black around the reverse lights. An SS package and "bubblebacks" -like
that of the LN7 and 2nd gen. EXPs- were optional along with black paint around the door
windows later seen on 2nd gen. EXPs, aluminum oval-spoke wheels and "1. At least 10 were
made in Canada and were all featured in a rare catalog featuring only those cars and people
with them. No sightings have been recorded since. The first non-concept or prototype EXP
white with red interior and LN7 green with grey interior both rolled off the line on February 16, It
is presumed they didn't meet the predicted sales figures either. The EXP's uni-body rode on the
Escort's The EXP's wheelbase is also close to the "foxbody" Mustang of the same era differing

by less than an inch in length. Performance wasn't the car's strong suit, however, since the EXP
weighed about pounds more than a typical s Escort but carried the same small 1. The engine
was specifically developed for the North American market of fuel efficiency while the European
models of these engines spun faster and made more power. Originally there were to be two
available engine options; 1. Also the suspension is that of European Ford Escorts from the s,
sharing nearly every part with s North American Escorts. Nevertheless, the March issue of Car
and Driver reported that their EXP with a manual transmission reached 44 MPG on the highway,
a figure comparable to modern hybrid cars. Both the Ford EXP and the Mercury LN7 had a
sharply sloped windshield, wheel arches with prominent lips, and wide body side moldings not
far below the top of the wheel well. The biggest difference was the rear fascia. The EXP's
minimalist grille consisted merely of twin horizontal slats on the sloped front panel the LN7 had
ten. The "bubbleback" appearance was used on the larger Mustang-derived sports coupe for
Mercury called the Capri. These appearances made the coefficient of drag low for both the EXP
0. Priced considerably higher than the Escort, the EXP carried an ample list of standard
equipment. It included power brakes , full instrumentation, full carpeting, map lighting
non-sunroof , electric back window defroster, power hatchback release, a digital clock, a cargo
area security shade, and rims that are noticeably wider than those of Escorts. Models with a
manual transmission had a sport-tuned exhaust. Automatic models had a wide-open throttle
cutout switch for the optional air conditioning compressor clutch. As the full model year began,
Ford offered an optional at no extra cost 4. Later came a close-ratio transmission with 3. As the
years went on many different rim options became available but the color choices became more
limited. It had higher 9. Then, in the last week of September , in co-operation with Bosch, Ford
Canada assembled the first electronic multi-port fuel-injected EFI 1. As with the Mercury Capri ,
the LN7 was styled with a convex-curved "bubbleback" backlite. In addition, the taillights were
tinted black and the grille had slightly different styling having 10 grille slats compared to the 2
of the EXP. The LN7 sold far under sales projections and was discontinued after the model year
after approximately 40, were sold; compared to the rest of the Lincoln-Mercury model line, a
two-seat compact sports coupe was relatively out of place. These tires performed "well", made
only by Michelin with an extremely soft rubber compound with a tread pattern like that of drive
tires on garden tractors. All these factors made for sticky cornering but they turn to dust under
hard braking and wear fast. Only one vendor sells the correct diameter as of today and the
supply is very limited, they haven't been made since the s so the ones for sale are all NOS that
are now over 25 years old making them unsafe for road use even if stored correctly. Due to the
nature of the TRX wheels they can't be resized to 14in standards either making the TRX wheels
near useless. In the car's initial development there was a plan for adding fuel injection and a
turbo charger to increase power significantly, but there wasn't enough time to get it into the first
2 production years. The turbocharged 1. But not even the EXPs with the 1. The Turbo Coupe
had a unique front air dam and rear decklid spoiler, with a taped "Turbo" badge on the rear
bumper. Its only optional features were AC Air Conditioning and removable sunroof. Its
transition from into included the change from the 3-spoke round-spoke steering wheel to the
2-spoke square-spoke steering wheel, the softer 2-piece shift knob and vinyl boot to the 1-piece
shift knob and square rubber boot, and the addition of the at the time newly federal-mandated
3rd brake light built into the spoiler which would be seen on all EXPs from forward. By the mids,
two-seat compact sports coupes were in vogue. While the latter two were mid-engine,
rear-wheel drive vehicles, all were similar to the EXP in deriving a number of powertrain and
chassis components from other production vehicles. After four years of production, the
first-generation EXP was discontinued during the model year. Originally marketed towards
buyers that valued fuel efficiency over high performance, the Ford EXP had begun to struggle
against newer vehicles. Build quality and refinement were also inferior to its Japanese
competitors. Officially renamed the Ford Escort EXP , the second-generation EXP abandoned
the controversial front headlights and widely flared fenders in favor of a version of the
bodywork from the standard Ford Escort, sharing its flush-mounted headlamps and amber turn
signal lenses. The Escort EXP was given a model-specific front bumper with an integrated air
dam; along with the Escort GT, the EXP was produced with its own grille, distinguished by a
single slot below the Ford emblem. The rear bodywork remained largely the same; with the
exception of the Mercury LN7 "bubble hatch" becoming standard; the grey rear taillamp lenses
introduced in were retained. To match the lowered front bumpers, the rear bumpers were
redesigned. Along with the exterior, the interior of the EXP was redesigned to match the rest of
the Ford Escort line. For and , the 1. Externally distinguished by inch alloy wheels, dual electric
mirrors, and fog lamps, the Sport Coupe was fitted with components from the Ford Escort GT,
including suspension and brake upgrades and sport bucket seats. Fitted with a center console,
the Sport Coupe was equipped with a systems monitor with LEDs as warning indicators for

headlights, taillights, and fuel level. From its introduction, sales of the EXP were never as strong
as Ford marketing executives had intended. After the introduction of competitive 2-seat vehicles
such as the Pontiac Fiero and Honda CRX , buyers shifted towards higher-performance
vehicles. During the s, insurance rates on 2-seat cars were rising over those of cars with back
seats, creating a separate deterrent for buyers. In , Ford commenced work on the
fourth-generation Mustang ; beginning work on a "design of tomorrow", the goal was to shift
the Mustang from rear-wheel drive to front-wheel drive, increasing fuel efficiency; in place of the
Fox platform, the Mustang was to become a counterpart of the Mazda MX By the mids, as the
public learned of the planned front-wheel drive Mustang, it spawned a negative reaction from
buyers and dealers, leading Ford to reconsider the decision. As Ford could not afford the
market overlap of producing three compact sports coupes alongside the Ford Festiva, Ford
Escort, and Ford Tempo two-doors , the company chose to discontinue the Escort EXP, as it
was the slowest-selling nameplate. A select few of each were turned into convertible models.
These models are very rare as Ford did not sell any more than the estimated 28 LN7s and
recorded 8 EXPs that were produced, not to mention what kind of costs were involved in
converting these cars. Very few of these convertible models are reported to be around today.
Production of both vehicles were limited as the costs to convert these two cars was far beyond
the cars' original values. This idea didn't meet expectations either as these EXPs were lacking
both sport and practicality. Many other EXPs would be subject to electric propulsion, but not on
Ford's dime. It was a popular competition in colleges, tech schools, and universities to convert
smaller cars like EXPs to electric power and then compete against other schools with them.
Involved in these competitions were the cars' general performance, endurance, and efficiency.
One has the following modifications: a supercharger, turbocharger, tighter steering, 1 inch
shorter ride height, Recaro racing seats, TRX suspension, KONI shocks, twin fuel pumps, fuel
injection, machined uprights for wheel clearance , enhanced power steering, and portion-valved
brakes. The other EXP has yet to be spotted. As part of a Weinstock's promotion a select batch
of Mercury LN7s were built with all black interior, purple exterior, and gold pinstripes along the
body and within the black bump strips. These LN7s had every available factory option and could
only be won by sweepstakes entries not open to Weinstock's or Ford employees. If a winner
had already ordered an LN7 they could be refunded in full and their ordered LN7 became the
Scoundrel Edition car if they so chose. It's assumed that only of these LN7s were ever made.
Grand prize of the drawing was a normal LN7 provided by Ford Motor Company painted to
perfectly match the real drag strip car, only one model is known to exist and its whereabouts
are unknown. First prizes were tickets to two NHRA national events. Second prizes were four
go-cart replicas of the Budweiser funny car, eight others were won at select NHRA events. It is
unknown how many were made but they were all built by Ford Motor Company with 3hp motors
powering them up to 15mph. At least one first-generation EXP was modified as an early "test
mule" for the 3. Some V6s were punched from 3. It is unknown how many EXP-based test mules
were built; later prototypes were custom-built designs. It featured a dramatic front chin spoiler,
brake-cooling ducts just ahead of the rear wheels, 14" Apache-5 aluminum wheels, clear
headlight and foglight covers for aero-speed purposes and a wrap-around rear spoiler all
provided by ASC American Sunroof Company and Ford. The power plant was an early
turbocharged version of the 1. Suspension also had to be heavily modified to handle mph and
quick handling of turns. This car wears a tapered front clip and unique hatch and
body-integrated spoiler, both reminiscent of a past EXP prototype. It is also possible to be host
to another 1. One car was made with PBS. What was previously an LN7 was transformed into a
competition race car through fiberglass body parts, racing suspension, and a PBS 2. A second
car was made into a competition rally car by Blume Power Inc. From Wikipedia, the free
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